[Influence of weak magnetic fields on fish retina photoreceptors].
It has been shown for the first time that retina photoreceptors of the salmon Oncorhynchus masou (masu salmon) fry exposed to a constant magnetic field (80 Gs) in conditions of twilight illumination demonstrated not a twilight reaction, as in the control, but a darkness (scotopic) reaction. The pigment epithelium in this case reacted as to bright light. Under the influence of long wavelength red light, the retinomotor reaction corresponded to partial light adaptation. After the indemnification of the horizontal component (0.1 Gs) of the geomagnetic field, fish retina adapted to complete darkness demonstrated changes that could not be attributed to one of standard conditions of light exposure. Thus, the rods and cones demonstrated a reaction similar to that to twilight, double cones reacted as to complete darkness ("correct" reaction), and PE borrowed a position as at twilight. Apparently, the basic stimuli of the retina reactions were not light but changes of the magnetic field. Based on these results and the results available in literature, the authors offer a new variant of the hypothesis of light-dependent magnetoreception, which is based on the assumption that the liquid crystals of retina pigments are very sensitive receptors of magnetic field and do not require the presence of magnetite crystals. We assume that the layer of retina pigment epithelium participates in the complex process of transformation of a light signal, which takes into account the influence of magnetic field but not simply absorbs light superfluous for photoreceptors. The changes in magnetic field cause a distortion of the liquid crystal line structure of the pigment, which results in the transformation of the light signal acting on the photoreceptors. Monochromatic red light in the same way deforms the response to the native magnetic signal.